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Circular space
4 dancers / 1 musician
X jerrycan of fuel

full fuel.

POGO

Nowadays, when it becomes necessary to find other fuels, we ask
ourselves “how can we create a good context of a common dynamic
creation”?

> Wikipedia definitions
Fuel oil: fuel oil, also known in french as mazout, fioul or fuel, is a fraction of
petroleum distillation, either as a distillate or as a residue. In general terms, fuel oil is
any liquid fuel that is burned in a furnace or boiler for the production of heat or
used in an engine for the generation of power. Fuel oil is classified in fossil energy
resources and is involved in air pollution.
Pogo: the pogo is a dance in which the dancers jump up and down, while
remaining in the same spot or moving around. Pogo dancing is most associated
with punk rock and is a precursor to moshing.

> Note of intent
The pogo has always fascinated and frightened me. One night during a feverish
concert, I faced my fear and went in the middle of the stir. I lived an intense
collective experience, far from the preconceived idea I had which was that this
dance was just a crazy, anarchic and violent emotional release.
At dawn, after this eventful rock-infused night, I finally understood that my
description of the whole experience was defined as a big billowy hug between
many consenting bipeds.
Today, fossil resources are disappearing and it has become necessary to
rethink of a collective functioning solution, based on local action and
communication.
The pogo is a language that talks about living / fighting together.

> Dance and be danced

It’s an experience of letting go / taking hold:
It is necessary to keep your body in a state of emergency, relaxed but alert
to receive and send back the impact.
Energy is built in a horizontal way and introduces new organizational
principles of crowd movements (self-regulation).
Prepare for the storm.

> Responsibility
It is interesting to note that despite the obvious violence, you just have to fall to the
ground so that anonymous hands coming from nowhere catch you to get you
back up.

> Spontaneous collective organization
PhD students at Cornell University in the USA had the idea to study the behavior of
heavy metal fans during concerts. They later realized that the random motions in
pogos are similar to those of particles found in gas.

These results demonstrate how a system that appears unbalanced has in fact
equilibrium characteristics, held by concrete laws of physics.

Get ready to go through this storm arriving on the
horizon as we dance like monkeys on crazy music!

full fuel.
Performance 2018 for a public place
Circular space
4 dancers, 1 musician, x jerrycan of fuel.
Street performance for all audiences
Duration: 45’ of show + 30’ of dancefloor = 1h15

> The team
Production Team:
Original idea: Marine Cheravola
Bodies / Performers: Julia Berrocal, Marine Cheravola, Laurie-Anne Clément,
Juliette Jouvin
Music composers: Fanny Aquaron, Nelly Poiret
Live musician: Nelly Poiret

Outside look: François Juliot
Graphics: ReRec
Tour Manager: Graziella Torregrossa
Production: Laurie-Anne Clément
Co-productions:
Le Club des 6: Bourgogne Franche-Comté network
Hors Limites / Association NA - Company Pernette
Partners:
City of Avignon (France)
L'Entrepôt (theater) – Avignon (France)
National Choreographic Development Center Les Hivernales – Avignon (France)
Karwan – Street Art Center, Marseille (France)

Collective La Méandre - Chalon sur Saône (France)
Les 3 z'Oiseaux - Pont d'Aubenas (France)

> Technical sheet

Inputs
1
2
3

Name
Computer L
Computer R
Ampli

Outputs
Jack
Jack
SM 57

Notes
KEYBOARD / PAD:
connected in USB
to the computer

The computer has an external sound card M-audio, 2
outputs Jack 6.3mm. Provide two XLR mono inputs on
the console.
TECHNICAL NEEDS

OTHER

Console: 3 inputs minimum
Sound system:
(4 speakers such as HK + 1 sub)
- 4 LS 1000 W minimum
- 4 adjustable feet (up to 2 m
max)
- 1 sub 600 W
- 12 m of controlled wiring for
the speakers
2 tables: 120x60 cm
1 chair
4 direct outlets: 220V (control
side)

TECHNICAL CONTACT

Show time:
30 minutes before
sunset
Other:
- water point near
the area +
karcher and / or
squeegee
- provide a tent in
case of rain for
the music area

Nelly Poiret: 06 61 47 54 01

> Concept & actions
Oxyput Company was created in 2012 by Marine Cheravola in Avignon, revolving
around the question of movement, the diffusion by movement.

Since its creation, the company has been engaged to move dance from cozy
interiors to the outdoors in vibrant squares and streets. Oxyput adapts to the
outside moving
world, and animates
popular sites, such
as, the train station’s
halls, tunnels, city
streets and public
spaces. Full of
surprises, Oxyput
surrounds the tar,
gets through the
crowd and questions
people. Let’s
circulate the air to
create the final call !

We believe in the chain reaction of
creative process,
We practice the opening of minds by
reaching out,
We assume that the body teaches the
mind,
We develop a passionate contact with
asphalt,
We cherish our boldness!

> Shows
BIPED OR NOT?
Performed in 2013
Solo for public space

SOAF
Performed in 2015
Quartet for outdoors
Fixed arrangement in town squares and car parks

> Performances
SHALK ME PLEASE
Performed in 2016
Performance CHALK/BODY
For a graphic designer and a dancer
(under research)

CARN& CORPO
video/dance choreography
- State of a place P at the moment M
by a body B #1 Bruxelles - #2 Marseille/Avignon
#3 Berlin/Salzbourg - #4 Londres- #5 Tel-Aviv
#6 Istanbul - #7 Athènes - #8 Chiang Mai - #9 Torino

> Workshops
FREE URBAN WORKSHOPS
Dance classes for all
In a public space
(Pictured - Square Pétramale, Avignon)

MORNING SQUAT DANCEFLOOR
(live DjSet) @ La Cavallerrizza (Torino)
& Luttopia (Montpellier)
(Pictured - Arava Desert, Israel)

> Partners

> Contact
Choreographer: Marine Cheravola
oxyputcompagnie@yahoo.fr | (+33)6 18 23 14 54
Tour manager: Graziella Torregrossa
diffusion@oxyputcompagnie.com | (+33)6 34 22 48 27
Production: Laurie-Anne Clément
production@oxyputcompagnie.com | (+33)6 42 30 32 96

> Legal informations

Oxyput Compagnie - Association Loi 1901
Registered Head Office: 1 Rue de Bône BP286, 84000 Avignon Cedex 1
No. SIRET: 537 773 046 00025
APE Code: 9001Z
License Number: 2-1079057

